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The following developments from the past month offer guidance on corporate law and governance law as they may be applied to 
nonprofit health care organizations:

1. HOSPITAL SALE GENERATES FRAUD CLAIM

The transaction negotiation committee of a nonprofit hospital or health system may wish to increase its oversight of the accuracy of 
transaction-related disclosures to an actual or potential purchaser. A recent federal district court decision denied a seller nonprofit 
hospital’s motion to dismiss a complaint raised by a potential purchaser, alleging that the nonprofit knew certain of its legal and 
regulatory disclosures made to the potential purchaser were false. The court also concluded that the potential purchaser had not 
waived its fraud-based claim by continuing with the purchase process once learning that some (but not all) of the seller’s disclosures 
were inadequate. The failure of the motion to dismiss increases the potential that the nonprofit seller will need to face the risk of (and 
reputational harm associated with) a full trial on the merits of the fraud allegation.

2. DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY APPROVAL

In a much awaited decision, California Attorney General Kamala Harris conditionally approved a transaction that will allow a 
change of control of the Daughters of Charity Health System (a multi-hospital California nonprofit health system). Under a “system 
restructuring and support agreement”, Integrity Healthcare and certain funds managed by BlueMountain Capital Management will 
execute a 15 year management agreement and pay $100 million for a purchase option for system assets, together with other 
financial considerations, including $150 million of guaranteed financing to support the health system’s financial and capital needs. 
The approval also included a series of health care service delivery conditions of various terms of length. These include an obligation 
to maintain several facilities for various terms of years as acute care hospitals. An additional commitment is that at each of the 
facilities and the medical office buildings, there shall be no restriction or limitation on providing or making reproductive health care 
services available.

3. MAJOR PROPERTY TAX SETTLEMENT

A November 10 settlement resolved a consequential New Jersey state tax court decision on hospital property tax exempt status 
that had national implications. This was the decision in which the judge described the integrated delivery system as a “legal fiction”. A 
principal term of the settlement was the payment of $15.5 million by Atlantic Health System, which controlled Morristown Medical 
Center, to the Town of Morristown, in resolution of property tax appeals for multiple years. The settlement also included an 
agreement on a tax rate on a portion of the Medical Center for a 10 year period, including space leased to private physician and
physician groups. The settlement also required the Medical Center to deliver a community needs assessment to the town, conduct 
Life Safety and Security procedures with first responders, and assist in economic development for 10 years.

4. BOARD MEMBER COMPENSATION

The practice of compensating board members of nonprofit hospitals and health systems is a legally accepted practice in many 
states. However, two recent features in the national media question the reasonableness of certain compensation levels, as 
well as whether higher levels of compensation can create a disincentive to effective board oversight of executive management; 
i.e., whether a director is incentivized to act more in a manner that preserves his/her fee. While the focus of these features was 
for-profit companies, nonprofit compensation committees may want to prepare for similar questions being raised by regulators 
and interest groups as to their own board compensation programs. The articles do acknowledge, however, the reality that for 
many companies, director service has become substantially more rigorous and time consuming.

5. BOARD STAGNATION

Health system board nominating committees might take note of Calpers’ new governance principles relating to board 
stagnation, director tenure, and age and ethnic diversity. Calpers believes that director independence can be compromised at the 
ten year level, and that the entrenchment of directors limits opportunities for valued age and ethnic diversity on the board. For 
these reasons, it is advocating that boards adopt much more vigorous director evaluation and succession processes. The focus 
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on increasing the relative youth of the board, and on ethnic diversity, are emerging issues for boards. While not directly applicable 
to nonprofit health systems, the governance perspectives of large investors such as Calpers are worth noting, as they are often 
precursors of emerging trends. Thus, matters relating to director refreshment, evaluation processes, the definition of “independent 
director” and board/committee level diversity continue to benefit from governance committee discussion.

6. OVERBOARDING CONCERNS

The nominating committee may also wish to monitor the public focus on new overboarding policies considered by institutional 
investor groups. For example, proposed changes to the ISS policy would reduce (from two to one) the number of outside 
boards on which a CEO may serve, and (from six, to five or four) the number of outside boards on which other directors may 
serve. The proper degree of outside board service by the CEO and board members has been a governance issue since the 
Sarbanes-Oxley era. Overboarding is an important governance consideration for large nonprofit hospitals and health systems, 
particularly given: (a) their tendency to recruit prominent business and civic leaders to their boards; and (b) the extent to which it 
can be argued that director engagement can be affected by the extent of outside board service. For those reasons the extent of 
outside board service is often controlled by board policy.

7. CREDIT RATINGS AND GOVERNANCE

The quality of a corporation’s governance continues to be a factor in how leading credit rating agencies analyze not-for-profit 
hospitals and health systems. This view was confirmed in the new publication of Moody’s Investors Service, “Rating 
Methodology-Not-for-Profit Healthcare”. Moody’s states that management and governance are “intrinsic” in each factor applied in 
its healthcare ratings “scorecard”, and are specifically addressed in the “Financial Management and Reinvestment” subfactor. 
Moody’s view is that that the board and leadership “greatly influence and inform” strategy and performance. The relationship of rating 
agency criteria and organizational governance standards may be a useful subject for consideration by both the health system’s 
finance and governance committees, in consultation with each other. They may also help support more focused director recruitment 
and evaluation processes.

8. TAPPING BOARDMEMBERS FOR EXECUTIVE ROLES

A recent The Wall Street Journal article discusses the increasing willingness of some corporate boards to turn to their own 
members to fill executive roles within the company. According to the article, this practice is especially present with respect to the 
CFO position, as many boards seek to appoint as directors persons with financial expertise (e.g., currently serving CFOs). The 
general counsel is well positioned to advise the nominating and executive search committees on the legal and practical implications 
of such a practice, particularly as it may relate to management oversight, auditor relationships, director independence and the ability 
of existing executives to serve on the boards of other companies.

9. UPDATES FOR COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

The general counsel may wish to team with the compliance officer in briefing the board’s compliance and audit committees on a 
series of November developments that may impact the legal risk profile of the health system. These updates might include: (a) the 
new corporate compliance plan evaluation metrics announced by the Department of Justice; (b) the formal revision of the U.S.
Attorney’s Manual to incorporate the provisions of the Yates Memorandum; (c) clarification from DOJ on how Yates Memorandum 
requirements impact the attorney-client privilege; (d) the renewed health care focus of DOJ’s Antitrust Division; and (e) an 
understanding of the context in which the SEC continues to focus on the accountability of corporate compliance officers. These are 
all appropriate topics for further engagement and follow up by the audit and compliance committees.

10. APPROPRIATE D&O COVERAGE

Increasing focus on the sources of possible director and officer liability exposure, combined with executive level concerns 
arising from the Department of Justice’s new focus on individual accountability for corporate wrongdoing, is placing new pressure on 
the appropriateness of existing insurance and indemnification coverage. The general counsel may wish to prompt corporate 
leadership (and its insurance advisors) to review the adequacy of existing coverage for the broader universe of individual liability risks 
beyond civil litigation. A leading “D&O” industry observer recommends that companies “carefully review their management and 
professional liability policies” with qualified advisors to better understand the application of coverage to the broader universe of risk. 
The goal is to assure “state of the art” coverage with the best possible terms; e.g., whether the policy covers fines and penalties 
assessed by a regulatory agency, and how policy coverage is affected by the presence of multiple defendants seeking coverage, and 
multiple actions (i.e., the potential for “catastrophic circumstances”).
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